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In the present paper three examples of aelf-organization in
aolids under irradiation are considered on the baeie of original
mechanisms, namely, the ordering of void* in void lattices under
high temperature irradiation, the alignment of gas bubbles in bubble
lattices under low-temperature «as atom implantation, and the forma-
tion of auperdislooations (one-dimensional pils-ups of dislocation
loops) and other dislocation patterns in the regimes of medium and
high temperature irradiation. The ordering of cavities (i.e. voids or
gas bubbles) is shown to arise due to a' disslpative intsraotion
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mechanisms of atomic transport. The dislocation patterning is shown
to be driven by the dependence of dislocation bias for absorption of
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..хитяошстиэы
Spatial self-organization of defect, pattern* under irradiation

.a a characteristic example of structural nonaqulibrium phase transi-

tions in diaaipative open aysteiw which have bee айв a fascinating

»ubjact matter in modern phyaica [13. Baeidea, apatial aelf-

jrganisation of defects atrongly affects physical and mechanical

properties of materials £2]. Thus, an understanding of the underlying

.Tiechanisma is both of scientific significance and of practical impor-

tance for the selection and design of radiation-resistant mater rale.

The continuous production of point defects (РШ by irradiation

ind ftheir annihilation by diffusion- and dislocation-controlled,

-on-linear- reactions fulfill the conditions for- mn open and dissipa-

"iva system which must be described within the framework of kinetics

-ether than thermodynamics. This is evident also from many experi-

mental -/erifications of radiation-induced formation of periodic

structures, such as voids and gas bubble lattices, dislocation

patterns etc. Although the basic theoretical, tools for treating non-

Linear systems can be found in the textbook literature, an understea-

iing of self-organization phenomena under irradiation is hardly

ooeaibls without knowledge <st physical mechanisms underlying the

evolution of aicroatructure in radiation environ—jtts.

The present paper is aimed at providing a description of . void

lattices (VL) (Section 2), babble lattice* (BL) (Section 3) and

iislocation patterns (Section 4) based upon recent: insights on the

radiatian-inducad reactions between crystal defect».

In contrast to previous theories on eicroatractural evolution,

the present one takes into careful consideration elastic interactions

between cavities, dislocation loope and . point defects, which are

nhown to play a far-reaching role under irradiation* d i e is. due to

fact tba*. hy p^oductiaia of seif-interstitial atoes (SIAs) and



clusctMt- le.g.SIA-loop»), the irradiation induces a n«w class

of reaction» with the microstructure which con be neglected under

thermal conditions. Consequently, the nicrostructural evolution is

governed by the difference between influxes of vacancies and SIAs

induced by еле diffusion and dislocation mechanisms of atomic trans-

port. These оеспалхяа are analogous to the mechanisms of transport

of heat by "iiermai conduction and convection in liquids, respec-

tively. Indeed, both the atomic diffusion and thermal conduction

represent a stochastic, i.e. random movements, which do not disturb

the symmetry of a system. On the other hand, the dislocation, as weii

as convection, movements are far from random, which can induce аут-

aiecry breaking at some critical value that characterizes the depar-

ture of the system from equilibrium. la this *my, a parallel can be

drawn between convective patterns in liquids and defect patterns in

solids being considered in the present paper.

2. A THEORY OF VOID LATTICES

In many metals it has been found tfcat under high-temperature

irradiation (typically above one third of the melting temperature,

Taw. an alignment of voids in VL taxes place. Below we List a summary

of experimentally observed properties of VL which must be explained

by cheery.

2.1. Experimental data

(1) At first, a random distribution of vcids is formed that

subsequently align in VL [3,4].

(2) VL possess the same crystallograpnic structures and orientations

as their atomic host lattices in- bee and fee metals [4], while in

hep Mg the void alignment is found parallel to the basal plane

[5], and in hep. alumina (Al^O-) the formation of linear strings

ox voids along the c~direction is observed [6-]. In alkaline earth

halides <CaJ?
2
 and SrF^)» simple cubic anion VL are formed

following matrix crystallography £7]. Thus, in all cmscs there is

a clear relationship between the VL crystallography and that of

the host material.

(3) A saturation of VL parameters (and consequently, of the material

swelling; as a function of irradiation dose is observed

unambiguously at least in niobium CS3.

(4) The VL perfection increases.with dose, i.e..VL are stable in the



sis* and coordinate inci CS-9].

(5) Both the VL constant and the smart void гмИча, ioDreese with

tsapsrature, while their ratio decreeeee ranging from efeout 15 to

4 in moat «e£als С 43. An increase of temperature in the proaees

of irradiation nay result in tbm destruction of VL that . rseover,

however, «ft»!" « aubseejient daervawi of fHfc-erature to «he

initial valu* C8].

(6) VL form «ore easily in bee metals, such a» Mo. ЙЬ» Xa, W, then in

fee metal*, among; «bich that* *r» only fww «xcaytiona, nMwiy,

Ni, Al and «tainlaes. »t»«i, wh**e a high ooneantrfttion of

iaeuritiae b»« been reported to be a prerequisite for VL

foxnafeion £4].

(7) Electron Inradiation (which doe a not produce oacaoea) is

inefficient: in prodecing VL £4].

(8) Poatirradiatioa «imeelixMi lewas to the destruction of VL by the

shrinkage of void», which proceeds at about the «aaa rate as that

of randan voids [8].

Thus VL are oesn dieslpiitive «tructurea, which osn art»* and

exist only under specific in^sdiation conditioiui driving the system

far awe» from thsrejodynejaic

2-2. A dielocation maefesnie» of sprinirage and

inceraction ox voids

Coneiderable progrees in the theory of VL formation has been

achieved in the works by Evans til], Woo and Freak £121 and Dubinko

at al. [13], where a relation ox the crystal structure to the

anisotropy ox self-inxsrstxtial ахят (SIA) traasfsr has been taken

into account far an explanation of the relationship between the VL

crystallography and that of the hose Materiel.

The sain peculiarity of the model £13} considered in the present

paper is the dislocation seohanlsaat anisotroeic SIA transfer, which

assumes that the diffusion at ieedefced SXA is ieotropic (in contrast

to the basic assumptions aade in rsfs. [11,123.) but SLA clusters

having converted into perfect dislocation loops osn glide alosg the

close-packed directlone, under elastic ssress exceeding the Peierla

stress, o*p. Vacancy voids absorb. SIA-loops from asicrix due to the

void-loop elastic attraction. Obviously, neighboring voids lying

along the ваше xoo^-gliding direction* absorb a smaller number of

SIA-loops and, hence, have an advantage in growth ea cuesjand to



isolated" voids. As a result, the dislocation-induced

arises between voids where SIA-loop» rather than SIAss play the role

of quanta. Below, the dislocation mechanism of void interaction is

developed further with account of the elastic image interaction

between a dislocation loop and a void which has been first calculated

by Willis and Bullough [10] in 1Э71.

A void of radius R produce* the attractive force, F^(x), per

unit length of a SIA-laop of radius r^ lying at a distance x from the

void center and having the Burger's vector, a, in the void direction,

whicb can be approximated аз

r
L
/x. R/x « 1 (1)

where b is the interatomic distance, r is tbs surface energy, » is

the al*aar modulus. Hera ths first term corresponds to the interaction

induced by the void surface tension [13] while the second tern comes

'

51GURE 1. Illustration ox'
SXA~2oop absorption mt't'ttcts. A
dacr»<amo in vacancy number in
thm void equal» tk« аиаЬлг of
SZAm in thm loop. Thm maximum
ssxft ox to» void "атлете ах'
gravity" Ax ia calculated

ОтШХ

bmx~or« thm relaxation to an
avuiiibz-ium shape

i r o s the image interaction [ 1 4 ] . Loops of radius r.S B, for which F^

> fcc , s l i d e tov^jfti the void and annihi late with i r , thus reducing

:.r;t- void vobjiae by яг^Ь and sh i f t ing i t s "center ox gravity ' in the

d i t o c t i u t t o i the loop gl id ing by ^^„^ (3/4)r^b/R2. (Fis- 1 ) . Tha

HI aub3e<juently reaiores a siJae^icai snap"» o.t tha /oici



а*ош* * new. 'center o t i m i » " . аи* mtab• •• ш nrii i» redHpacr by AS
j H 2

the ееасшша distance of the loer-veid ешМеШиьтп» 1_. .is. given
by the equilibria» oanditioo 'j/Jfr* * e»v «t r^s R. On tM ot*»r
head. SIA-loops as» change their Bugger *'• waewtr in 'Гцу>»Щ;<радйа-
cally equivalent directions either due to tfee <Here»l aativmtien a»
under elast ic interaction with the •ieroetrucwi»* tlS3. The ~i~H»ge in
the Burger's vector of « c l ieter aoneietiae, of fear SiWe in Cu
observed in. a sieuiatic» etedy, far iasfcasee, yield* «я twU»eesj of
«round 0.5 eV for the uoderlying efftiv^tipn aeergy. 1 .̂. Se a weld oen
reorient and ambeequently leeetb em • «rij aeeet. SlA-leep wi,%& any
Burger'a vector, i f i t produoep elaeCin Wrvmm- eMOeediw «o «ffastiva
atreee for «be loo» i.eetvientati«n« * r * 1г/ямА», The etoeve
ifnp S vi.*Ldtt'- 11йш' 'СаХХлнёяк eefelflMeia 'for tf* at lfi Лм** м 1.0*

exeeede о а Ю м far two order* af eegwttaee. ТЬма. a void oen

»b*orb perfect 5IA~laope fro» igoy ewp»iy-o»iiaa»f (UC*) «f lee*th
l p and radtu* l r , «ж1аепйе4 »1ря» the Ice» <l i
can be •pproxiaietea witte eceovnt eat •*. (1) ее
l p and radtu* l r , «ж1аепйе4 »1ря» the Ice» <lidifl« <ii*eotloa*, meich

(2)

or

depending o» whether the е«гх«ее teaeloa or iaejee interacsiom ie

dominant, reepeciive-ly. An •et.iawie utaing aeteeiala рвгаиеьесв

Table 1 eivee for a void of rediue about several n»: 1J»• 4R and

2R. The loop influx to a void ie prosoriiagaal! to R or тг

while the net dirfoeion vacanor influx i* р№о*вг«1оав1 to К. K I

ae voids as* aaeil end their LSCe de net overle». the dxitmion

growth prevails over tbe disloemtion ehvinkage. Uaiianer, ее seen ae

the maxinun range of dielocat«m intereetion, 1_, « m a i l hail the
I / O P •

омел void epaoin*, I ai (3/4»rtl) i/o, N beia« the void гашв#г ommity,
rheir ьЗСз overlap which aeane the* a eajority of pejnN»*-
get to and anedhiXate with void». Se> the eiiBeemetrt «aid greven i*
poesible only ал etae емуяее of etraigtot di*ioee(tiee» «Mi eeaeile
Frank loop* thex aeeorb e»tra. SIAe irrevereibly 1131. If a i l 3IA-
loop» are perfeee aed their c&aJLaeeeejee ie tee ecfca eeejee ox' new
atr«ight dislocation», then the acmighc di«ioam&ism i*emitty ehouid



Material constant» used for the calculations

Vacancy diffusivity, D°, (m2/s)

Vacancy self-diffusion energy, £* <eV)

Surface energy, r (J/m )

Interatomic spacing, b (ran)

Atomic volume, « (m~3)

Poiaaon ratio, v

Shear modulus, v (J/m2)

BuiJr recoeifeiwacion

Vacancy relaxation volume,

SIA relaxation volume, O.

Image interaction constant

•«У, В£ (eV)

r, ftv (m~2)
Q

V

eim

ction constant.

3.9 (Nb),

4xlO1 0 (Hb),

4 .3 (Mo)
2

0.2S

1.2xiO~2S

0 . 3

10 1 1 (Mo)

2xlO20

-0.5w
1.2«

1

5

fall ctraatically vi«bout * fnrttut» aupply of growine loops. Thus, the

void awe1line starts to saturate at 1 /* I, oorr-eepondine to V , ana

sussequently g«ts to th« m*yjmni possibl* value, V , at 1 at I eiv*-n,

respectively, by

v- ̂ ^ЧйГ**.* <
4)

*... •(•*§]• Ь М • • с .
 <5)

Аз can be seen from eqe. (4) and (5;, the image interaction is

dominant (V*® < V^
 m
) at auificiently low void densities

3
 (16Mbo- )

3

At 1 2 I. the rate of each void-depends not only on its size but on

locations of its iaeediat* neighbors as well. Voids that have

neighbors along gliding directions (the locally ordered voids С13])

absorb smaller influxes of SIA-loops than the locally random voias,

which have immediate neighbors outside glide directions, because

6
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GRE 2. Tufo-diamaaional
illustration o£ thv division
of voids invo "ordered" and
"random" for i _ a 3 . Voids лп

P ,
the corners represents *n
elesmnzary call of "ordered"
voids, the LSC lentcth ox'
weieA egu»ls 1. In che middle
of the cej.2 « "random" void
is depicted, for which the
LSC length la J Й 2

their LSCa are shorter (Fie- 2).. Consequently, the farmer have an

advantage in growth aver the latter. In conexderioc the ' one-

dimensional SIA diffusion process, which in fact can be viewed ее the

limiting caae ox our approach at r>—• b. Woo and Frank £123 have

neatly described the ordering mechanism as one of Darwinian

selection. Only the "ordered" voids survive. However, we would like

to stress that the SIA-loop (or SIA-erowaion) absorption alone can

эп1у select the "ordered" voids fron the "random' ones but it is not

sufficient for a complete shrinkage of the latter. The reason ie that

while shrinking, the random voids eventually start to absorb smaller

SIA influxes than the ordered (i.e. growing j onee due to the size

dependence of SIA influxes which decrease at ieast as R~. On the

other hand, vacancy influxes decrease ae.H, i.e., more slowly. So, if

voids were neutral sinks, then the shrinkage of the random voids

would have come to a standstill at a stable size (being sonewhat

aeailer than that ox the ordered voids) and . a "mixed" stationary

state would have established which 4* randos from the experimental

point of view С133. Thus, there should be one more driving /force of

the oroering which has been shown to originate from, the si2e

dependence of the void boas towards SIAs [13.1S]-

In the following «ection we shall develop this nechejnisn with account •

ox the diffusion aniaotropy ox point defects in the etre«s field of a

void [17,183 (which is different from the intrinsic diffusion

imsotrcrpy of SIAe aseumed in re£s. Г XI. 123).



2.3. Diffusion mechanisms, of growth/shriti «ge and

interaction of void*

Nucleation and growth of voids and SIA-loop* originates free the

dislocation bia* in SXA absorption along with a relative neutrality

ox voids «a sinks for point defects. However, the voids ere also

biased for SIAs due to the image interaction [193 and the diffusion

anisotropy of paint defect? in the stress field of a void [18]. These

effects result in the void bias Which is inversely proportional to

the void size. Besides, th~ modulus interaction £20] and the elastic

anisotropic interaction [213 result in the void bias corrections

which are inversely proportional to the square of the void size. This

size dependence of the void oias induces a competition between voids

[16], i.e. the growth of large voids at the expense of small ones

which is another driving force of the void ordering-

. The diffusion growth of a macroscopic void of radius H » b, for

which quadratic corrections to the void M a * 'can be neglected., is

given by С16,22]

Off _

% '- i <• *
ff
% - « • - « - •

 :
 en)

= 2r»/kt-, (10)

* =
 (Z
? '

 2
> < < * 2»/lni^L) (11)

L = ̂ -— S-, (12)
n

D
* - Vv

Here the subscript nav dasdgna-tea vacancies, while n=l - 31 Аз. Р °
i s the density of "isolated" dislocations {such.a» 3IA-Lccpsi, whose



bias factor, Z°, is determined mainly by the point defect relaxation

/olumea. Q . D are the point-defect diffusivities in the lattice, c
e

a »
 n

are their equilibrium concentration* in a perfect crystal (с" » с? in

«etals. and hence c* is neglected below), c* attd*c^ mx* tbe mean

vacancy concentrations in a crystal containing void* and dislocation»

without and under-irradiation, respectively, v is the Palawan ratio,*

ы is the atomic volume, and icT has its usual meaning. Ttaus, the Д*

ralue is a characteristic ox the radiation-induced vacancy aupersa-

turation which is determined by the steady-state rate equations

(under high-temperature irradiation):

2 • •**
«here к is the total sink strength of voids and dislocations, (p, is

П u

she mean dislocatio» density, К is the point defect production rate,

,'?
p
 is the recomtainatioa constant. Z° is the void bias factor. The

void bias, s

a~^%-^)/2^, can be алрх'eased as

*c * * +1T~ ' "iv = b ( e i " + e

where а
ш
 is the constant of the image-induced interaction, while ct

is the constans ox the diffusion anisotro]?y-induced interaction of

point defect with a void, which are presented in Table 1.

It can be seen from eqs.(l) and (2) that the critical void

radius, R , (above which they grow inexorably) is determined by the

с

disiocation-to-void density ratio, i.e. by the M /N value.

If N /N » I, then fi
c
 is close to the minimum value H° wwich

controls the rate of void nucleation by stochastic fluctuation* £23].

In this case axl overcritical voide grow at the expanse of disloca-

tions absorbing extra alAs. wfaich results in the meterial eMeiling.

In the opposite limit Ы /N = 0, all radiation-produced point

defects are divided between the voids, the total volume ox which is

consequently constant. However, Che void size distribation changes

with time, since R, equals the mean void radius S, i.e. large voids

tP. > S) grow at the expense of small ones (Й < Й). Thxa «recess of'

•/Old coarsening is based upon two different mechanism». !Qte ii**t one *

is a well-known Ostwald ripening driven by the surface tesmion-

induced thermal emission of vacancies from voids [243. The second



mechanism of 'radiation-induced coarsening" (RIC) [16] originates

froa the size dependence of the void bias for SIAs (eq.(16)), accor-

ding to which smaller voids, absorb an excess of SIAs and shrink,

while larger voids absorb an excess of vacancies and grow. The

coarsening parameter я (eq.(lO)) is essentially determined by the

interaction constant a. in the HIС region (low temperatures/high

dose rates) and by the.surface energy constant a in the thermal

coarsening region (high temperatures/low dose rates).

2.4. Void lattice formation

Apart from the interaction in the size space, point defect and

SIA-loop fluxes to voids result also in the interaction of voids in

the coordinate apace £13]. Vacancy fluxes cauae the iaotropic diffu-

sion repulsion of voids, whereas SIA fluxes cause the isotropic dif-

fusion attraction. At the аана tine, SIA-loop fluxes cause the dislo-

cation attraction between voids aligned along the loop-gliding direc-

tions which, consequently, can adjust to stable positions (Fig. 3).

As a result, at 1 > I, within ъл initially random void ensemble, the

aligned voids from locally ordered regions coexisting with locally

random voids whicn have a majority of neighbors outside the loop-

gliding directions.

A subsequent evolution of the void ensemble takes place mainly

in the size apace since net rates of growth/ahrinkage of "ordered"

(dK/dt)
o
 and random" (dR/dt)

r
 voids are different. After summation

cf the diffusion ana dislocation-induced constituents, they can be

presented in the loiiawing form [13]

(1?)

i
 4*HR

! ] • * • - ! -

where q= (dV/dt)r.=s д P,<5° is the diffusion-induced swelling race while
и a a

N and R are the void density and radius averaged over both ordered"

and "random' voids. Accordingly, they have common diffusion consti-

tuents (the dashed curve in Sig.4) whereas their dislocation parts

are different (the last terns in aq. (17) and (18), if 1 > I. There

are two possible scenarios of the void evolution at this stage,

depending oh the void density.

10



d l

Diffusion rapuiston

.-' Dislocation attraction

?IGURE 3. Dependence ax the rate euf void motion di/dt on tke spacing
between voids lying alone * loop-gliding direction (molid curve)

dt
a

/

(dR/dt)0

<''{dR/dt)0X

/(dft/dt)r \ 4 -

/ ^ \ \

dR
dt

FIGUHS 4. Met growth races of "ordstvci" and 'random' voids versus
norMtali^sd radius, и =R/R, at different vaJiuae of cc^xroiling
parameter 0 = Ns'N , according со ада. (17) and (18).

ri°. - /} < vfcs 1; ft < ur < i£i. -

^ r ,.*; ft >
f9.J ft < I. "mixed" stationary state:

П > 1, non-at*z.i -r:*ary зеасе^ u° =2 < «~ s ,i: ft > ul, > u'. > I.

(b) ft - 1: 'огаъхad" voids are ia a stable stationary state. иЯ=

add "random" voids shrink aumy

1.

11.



If N < N . then the diffusion coarsening mechanisms are too

weak to ahrink away "random"voids and a "mixed" stationary state is

established where stable sizes of "ordered" and "random" voids differ

only insignificantly (Fig. 4(a)).

In the opposite case of H > N , large voids, both "ordered" and

"random" grow at the expense of email one* due to diffusion

coarsening (Fig.4(a)). As a result, M(t) drops and reaches Ы , and

then all "random" voids ahrink away, while "ordered" ones come to a

stable state (Fig. 4(b)).

In cubic crystals, where SIA-loops glide along the matrix close-

packed directions, VL formed by the present mechanism copy their host

lattices in agreement with experimental observations (Sec. 2.1.). On

the other hand, in hep crystals loops can glide either along 3

directions <1120> within the basal plane or along the c-direction

depending on -.he crystal anisotropy. la the first case, a planar

ordering is expected to arise parallel to the basal plane C13], which

has been actually observed in neutron irradiated Hg. £5]. In the

second case, the dislocation model predict* formation of linear

яcringe of voids along the c-direction, which have been observed in

alumina (AljOg) C6]•

Thus, the symmetry of VL receives a natural explanation sine* it

is determined by the mode of SIA-loop gliding.

Like crystal lattices, VL contain imperfections such as vacan-

cies, i.e. missing voids. Interstitial voids, however, can not

survive in VL bj she -present mechanism, and they are not observed

experimentally.

2.5. Void lattice parameters

As shown' above, the overlap of LSCs taking place at 1 £ 1, means

an onset of. the swelling saturation (see eqo..(4) and (5)) and give us

a relationship between the corresponding mean radius of voids, R .

and their nuaher density, N ' \

.4/9u3f 3 1
(19)

r - ̂

On the other hand, the ordering condition, H = N , determine* the

void density in terms of a stationery density of loope, P^, and the

12



t-оор to void bias factor ratio (eq.(8>)- The loop density, p.*, can be

evaluated from the equation of balance between their nucleation and

absorption by voids [13] or measured directly provided that tsair

aizea exceed the resolution Halt of transaisslon electron

microscopy.

Thua, in contrast to pravioua VI» theories, the present # theory

gives both the mean radius and danaity of voids in VL (or,

equivalently, the VL parameter, a
a
a> (4/N) ' , which is the void

spacing alone <IOO> directions). The former is determined by the
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dislocation absorption, while the latter by the diffusion coarsening

mechanisms. In the RIC region, (A a. » D a ), the coarsening

parameter. eî  « <*
iv>
 ia independent from irradiation temperature and

dose rate, and VL parameters are determined only by material

parameters. On the other hand. *t D <* > 0 a. , the void density

decreases with temperature resulting in the increase of a , R and

swelling, At the same time, the *,/&, ratio slightly decreases «a

Note the extremely weak dependence of the a /R_ ratio on material

s a -

constants and irradiation conditions, especially in the N < N

region which is supported by experimental data 14] (see Fig.5).

The Peierls atreee, с , which is an important parameter in the

theory, can be estimated from experimental data by Loomia and Gerber

[3], who have found the following relationship between a and d =
0 73

2R in Nb : a. = 5.91d. , which is very close to our л a
(10.7j'/«' > * d" . Comparison of the coefficients of the powers of

7 —3 —4
d gives a reasonable value o£ <y = 2x10 Ju = 5x10 /u.

2.6. Region of void iattice formation

2.6.1. Role of host lattice '

It follows from the above that VL can form only in those

crystals where sufficient SIA-loops are continuously created which

can glide. Thi3 property 13 characteristic ox most bcc metals, where

very small SIA-loops unxault to form perfect loops, whereas in fee

metals, SIAs aggregate to form sessile frank loops. One oi the

faccora responsible for this difference is a stacking fault energy,

Гр, which is about 200-300 erg/cm" for bcc and 20-50 erg/cm" for fee

metals [13]. A high'r,- value is Known to favor the unfaulting of

loops, and this explains not only the greater readiness of bcc metals

to form VL, but also the known exceptions to this rule among fee

metals, namely, ordering in Ni and Al having anomalously high values

n
of y-s 200 erg/cm".

An agreement of this criterion with experimental data is one of

14



the moat important arguments in favor of the present model, ainea

other nodels give no criterion at all. Besides, it offere a prac-

tical recommindation for practicing VL in other fee mettle by adding

alloying components that ineseaae r
?
, or etimulate the creation of

perfect SIA-loopa in eome other way (ее* the following eeotion).

2.6.2. Effect of impuritiee

Aa haa been demonstrated by Dubinko [ 133. a hemoaeneoua loop

nucleation can not provide a attfficiently high stationery dislocation

denaity required for the void ordering. Thia shorn the importance of

impurities aa loop nuclewtion centere. However, the required impurity

level ie below 1 appm (atomic parts per million) С133 which ie

preaent even in ao-ceiled "pure" metala due to reeidual impurities

and transmutation. That ia why, if a aubatantieJ. impurity

concentration ie a prerequisite for ordering in a. bcc metal, it is

usually needed in order to inereaae the void denaity up to the

critical N valuea (aa waa argued to be the c«ae in Hb С13]). On the

other hand, the VL data for Mo, have no obvious correlation with

impurities [43, eince the void density .in pure Mo ia sufficient for

ordering. Yet, even in Mo, the ordering can be affected by- alloying

components or impuritiee, if they impede the unfaulting proceea or

somewhat increase the Peierls «trees. A characteristic axeaple ie 14

MeV Cu ion irradiation of a Mo-9.1 at X Zr alloy ae compared with

similar irradiation of pure Mo at 700 to 900°C C26].

In the alloy, voids were randomly distributed and the swelling

rate was substantially higher than in Mo at T £ 850°C. (Fie. 6).

Analysis of the larger loops at 350°C showed that they were faulted

unlike the loops in pure Mo. so that Zr probably reduced the Up-

value. This experiment gives direct evidence of the close raxion of

VL formation and swelling saturation to the loop nature. What ie

more, it shows a principal possibility to influence the loop nature

by allying additions modifying stacking fault energise.

Gaseo-'з impuritiee can produce perfect SIA-loops in fee aetals

with low г„ via the mechanism of loop-punching from gee bubbles £22]

1 The argument that lower void densities in fee metals prevent VL
formatisn [11,12] does not seem to be.eonsistent with the void
hyperlattice observed-in Al [25], where the void denaity was
extremely low <=s 4x10 m~ ). It ie not the N value but rather the
M.'N̂  ratio -that ia important for.the ordering.
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FIGUHJE в. Camsmriaon
dimptimcmmmat domm depmndmnb*
void ттШпж in pure Mo
aorv) sad Mo-9*lMtXIr elloy
(full curve» > mt aULffmemtt

tturmm [26]

(***)

(see «lee Section 3.8). lit this caaa> VI formation would be шжцте%шА,
and It ha* Ъ—п «ctualiy obmtwd^in atwiinl»*» a«a«l irradiated with
•l*e«rbea £27] wimt a high concantra*io*J of nitreew ban
reported to b» a prere^uiaita fer tb» orderla*.

2.6.3. Raeoii. <ioaa rats* and Ca»p«ratur» affaeta

The nature of the irradiation Induced primary- diaplaeeaant

damage depends crucially upon tha recoil energy tranamittad from a.

projectile particle to a lattice atom. La» recoil enereiee reault in

the formation of single vacanciee aad SIAa Mhereaa high recoil

energies induce multi-displacement caacadea. IB tha latter case, both

vacancies and SIA* are produced in a highly localised and segregated

fashion such that a vacancy rich core ie surrounded by a high concen-

tration of SIAs at the periphery CIS, 281. .

Transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ) has shown that the

vacancy rich cascade core tends to collapse to' for» a dislocation,

loop or a stacking fault tetrahedron [1-3]. Diffuse X-ray scattering

on fast neutron irradiated metals at temperatures below stage I

provide evidence for spontaneous 3IA cluster formation in cascades.

As a result, efficient SIA clustering occurs already during the

cooling down phase of the cascade. In particular, those containing

шаге than 4-6 SIAe unfault to produce a highly glissile stable loop.

J.6



provided that the stacking fault energy ie sufficiently high.

These data explain * in * natural nay the resistance to VL

formation by electron* that do not produce cascades, since the

homogeneous loop nucleation rate is negligibly lew. Besides, it can

be used as a guide in choosing the projectile energy in o**tar to

stimulate the loop nueleation and a consequent void ordering and

swelling saturation.

The diffusion growth rate of a perfect BlA-loop ia given by [13]

^J" r ь'Ча*^ - Ь*(1 - «tp(-a
L
/r

L
))J, a

L
 = Mbw/kT (23)

whence it follow* that at D* > Д**^, е critical radius for «he loop

growth appears which suppresses their formation (bath the homoge-

neous and the in-caecade ones). In this region, the dislocation

network is sustained by the Bar deen-Herring sources and the disloca-

tion mchanis» of VL formation does not operate. Accordingly, the

condition D* 2 &*£% determines the upper temperature boundary of VL

formation, T , as

т„ =

* 2
which increases with increasing dmse rat*, since <&r •"* Я/к . Aesuating

that k
2
 at 10

14
m"

2
, we have for neutron irradiated tto, T •* 1050°C,

up

and for ion irradiated Hb, T * 1000°C which is in « »м«у good

agreement with experimental data (see Fig.5). ОвпекаНу [42,. the

temperature region of VL fcreation hma been reported to be below the

peak swelling values, T . If tie take into account that the «elf-

diffusion activation energy is related to the «elting
T

B
, as E^(T) * 17.2 T^K) С2Э], ttien we obtain the following trend:

T s 0.46 Tm for neutron (K = 10dpe/e) and 1 = 0.59T» for ion

up
 a

 up • •

(K = 5x10 dpa/s) irradiation, respectively^ This trend is in a goo<$

agreement with data reported for the peak swelling temperatures. Vta?

example, T * 0.49Tm for Mo f8] and T «» О.вйп for Hb [8]. He aa?

conclude that commonly observed transition free ordered to randoei

void arrangenents with inoreaeine temperature and the corresponding

sharp increase of. swelling ar« due to the transition from the

diffusion-dislocation to the purely diffusion void growth wsebenimn,"

Л subsecuent decline in awelline with temperature ie due to the

IT



thermal shrinkaee of voids.

Generally, irradiation is a prerequisite for void ordering,

3ince it is the only way to produce SIA-loope. However, if irradia-

tion i3 performed at temperatures below the vacancy «ability, than

void ordering can arise during the subsequent annealing to higher

temperatures due to the absorption of SIA-loops formed under irradia-

tion, cooperating with thermal void coarsening. Exactly this result

ha* been reported by Kvans et al. [303 who have produced a void

ordering by annealing Mo samples for Ih at 900°C after neutron

irradiation at 60°C. This result is very demonstrative since isolated

SIAs are not present during annealing and, hence, the ordering can

not bet explained by the models [11,12] based upon anisotropic SIA

diffusion. On the other hand, a large number of snail SIA-loop* has

been.observed directly in this experiment.

• VL can not exist long after all SIA-loops are absorbed, since

they are destroyed by the thermal void coarsening and by the disloca-

tion network acting as a sink for vacancies. The void shrinkage in VL

under annealing has been observed to proceed at the same rat» a* in a

random state £8].

2.T. -oneiusions

*» may conclude in this section that experimental data S M B to

ôr.i.ro our conception of VL as open diseipative structures' stable

•злХ;' under irradiation when both diffusion and dialocation mechanise»

of voia interaction cooperate.'

tt xa mterestina to compare VL formation with a classical

crystallization process, the latter being the result of competition

(and cooperation) between energy and entropy. In the case under

consideration, the dislocation interaction suppresses the diffusion

competition among voids and favors the ordered state where SIA

influxes to voids are minimal. However, if. this anticompetition

effect is too strong (at JI < N ) , it stabilises the random voids

aga.u-.st shrinkage. Thus, a stable random void arrangement is

analogous tc amorphous solid state [31] where energy minima of the

locally ordered atomic arrangements are too deep for the transitriotr

into the long-range ordered state, if T <'T (T
c
 is the crystal!!

tion temperature).
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о. А ТНжОНУ OF 3DBHEE LATTIC16

In contrast to VI., bubble isttis* Htt) Bui—tiijii he* been,

observed *t roan temperature* that air* too law to initiate -any

significant vacancy migration. In such cnndi1:isRS the bubble

formation generally ««git» wi±h the trapping ©f «as «terns In

radiation-induced vacancies and is followed by subsequent Wbble

growth initially by an athermel self-iatteretitial atom emission,

followed aftervmrdm by loop-punching [32]. Below, we «remsat a

п ш ш п у of experimentally observed properties of 1L.

3.1. Experieetttal obaerwtdoMi

Helim» bubble lattice «a» flret n b u r w d in bee юв1'уЬе1ешвв in

1973 [33]. Later, ordarinc of be lit» bobbles was observed in fee

aetals Си, Hi, Аи, «tainlaae ateel and In hep Ti ГЭ4]. The irradia-

tion of Mo and Co «fit* H, heavy inert «asaa (AT,- Kr, Xa) we» alao

found to result in bubble lattice foreationa t3fi, ЛС].

The Bain properties oi the bubble lattice tkat Callow from

available experimental data ape a» followa IA, 33, * * ] :

1} A random dietribution of bufabla* ia first fsnaad, which -then

orders with increasing щям implantation in ioeal recione.

subeequently «preadinc 'to adjaoent areas.

2) The bubble lattice in cable crystale alwya he» the sase

aymeetry and alignment aa the hast sstsrix.

3) The averse* bubble radius is typically about 1ш> and the

lattice constant lies in the ranee 4 to 8 nm.

4) The gas bubbles ordering begins at room tenperature, which ie

too low for. any significant vacancy oieratien. The upper

temperature limit for bubble ordering is about О.ЗЗТп. Bubble

lattice parameters are essentially temperature independent.

5) The bubble lattice is stable against the annealing at tempera-

tures up to 0.4TJB; at higher temperatures babbles coalesce and-

produce blisters.

8) Densities of helium atoms within bubbles are abov- 2 to 3

atoms per vacancy, which corresponds to pressure values as high

as 0.2 to 0.4 м, in contrast to heavy gases where £60.17*1.

According to the first two of the above cited features, a close •

parallel can be found between BL formation and whe ordering oz voids

produced in netads and alloys by neutron or ion bombardment { see
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Section 2>. Vet there are significant differences between BL and VL

in scale, temperature dependence and region of formation. Hence, the

growth mechanisms should be different for voids and bubbles. Voids

grow absorbing extra vacancies, whereas bubbles, if overpressured,

gain vacancies by punching out interstitial dislocation loops.

The loop-punching mechanism proposed by Greenwood at al. in 1969

[371 received later experimental confirmation: loop-punching from

growing helium clusters in molybdenum was observed in situ in ТЕМ

[32]. The loops with Burger's vector 1/2 a <111> were aligned along

glide directions <111> parallel to the close-packed directions of.the

bcc matrix. A similar effect was observed in tritium-chargee
1
 vanadium

[33]. Thus, the available experimental data give evidence that

bubbles grow at low'temperatures by punching out SIA loops along

close-packed directions of the host matrix, and the ordering arises

subsequently via the motion of bubbles in the coordinate rather than

size apace.

3.2.
(
 Elastic and diffusion interaction mechanisms

According to ;he experimental data, bubbles ' ax* initially

randomly distributed and, subsequently, begin ordering, i.e. the

ordering proceeds wich adjustments in bubble positions. The eost

known mechanism of cavity motion, is the diffusion mechanism.

Diffusive fluxes :hac control bubble motion are induced either by

elastic or purely aiiiueion interaction.

The elastic interaction of two bubbles <gr voids) in isotreprc

materials is attractive at all distances [39J.

Another mechanism of bubble interaction is purely kinexie. It

arises as a result of competition between neighboring bubbles for

p o m e detects. Vacancy fluxes are directed ' so that neighbor ing

bubbles grow preferentially in the opposite directions, i.e. effec-

tively repulse one another. On the other hana, the self-interstitial

diffusion and absorption by the bubbles introduce an "attraction

f с̂ 'сде" .

At law tetupei'aieui-es, vacancies are practically immobile, and

self-interstitial diffusion leads to a mutual attraction of the

bubbles.

Since a repulsive interaction is required to -.stabilise the

bubble lattice, we may conclude that fcreation of the latter can not

be expiainea within the framework of purely diffusion mechanises.

20



3.3. Dislocation mechanism .of cavity interaction

Following the energy considerations by Greenwood. Foreman and

Simmer (GFR) [37] it can be.easily shown that the condition for a

bubble of radius R to produce an interstitial dislocation loop of

radius r. is , •

where г is the dislocation core radius. К r, = R, condition (25)
О ' u

coincides with the GFR criterion. But, apart from the energy

considerations, one should take into account the shear stresses at

the bubble surface, which punch the Loop out. They vanish at the

equatorial circle and reach the maximum value (3/4)P at the circle of

radius R/V2. Therefore R/-/2 is the most probable radius of punched

Loops [40]. Though an exact value of the loop radius is of no

particular importance, we shall take here г.=Н/У2, whence the

threshold value P . is given by

*«b 8E _

+ -f- . (26)trt
 V2n(l-v)R

The punching out of an interstitial loop leads to the bubble

growth, but it grows preferentially in the direction of punched-era*

loop. This is easily shown in the case of a simplfi cubic lattice

(Fig. 7), bur the effect is. qualitatively independent. 3f the matrix

structure. The process occurs in the same fashion as in the cs.se cf

loop absorption (see Fig. 1) but in the inverse sequence, i.e. the

loop '"pulls" the bubble in the direction of punching. An equilibrium

snap» of a sufficiently large bubble is usually spherical, and it is

restored «hie to the surface diffusion, afxer punching out a loop. /Dut

around a new "gravity cemcer" of the bubble.

The increase in bubble naditie is given by

AR = Г»
3
 + ЗЪН

2
/^] - R * b/B. H » b С27'

A shift in bubble position con be estimated as [40] (see-Fig. 7 у

пгЬН"/2
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FIGOHE 7. Jlluctratiem ojf
ввла«диевс«« of loop-
paachiae- Л wtabmr af
addition*! vmcsaeima in the
bubble dum Co loop punching
equals thm numbmr of
intarstiti&la in the loop.
The "center of gravity" of
the bubble has been shifted
by the value Ax given by
eg. (28)

-s -вяъпапит ox. b-cobie mo & ion ia somewhat analogous to the

ia 'it suable action 1л trtt i-^homogeneous ciiffueicn field. But

in che -.dss untie г oonsxeerat^on * м ; luxes of material are due to the

disiocarion loop punching ала eliding rather then to diffusion

processes. This fact introduces two isftf jrtant d.ifferencets between the

dislocation and diffusion mechanisms ox cavity motion.

First, the loop-punching is an athermal process and, hence, can

lead Co the bubble motion even at very low temperature* «hen the

vacancy diffusion in the matrix is suppressed. Second, dislocation

mechanism of bubble action is closely related to crystallogrsphic

structure of the host lattice. The last point is of particular impor-

tance in the case being considered.

The dislocation mechanism of bubble interaction is based on the

elastic repulsion between loops that are already punched out and on

the back stresses exerted by the loops 'on the bubble. In conae-

quence, further loop punching is prevented, when local shear stresaee
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at the bubble surface fall below the threshold value. At * given gas

pressure, P > P
fch
, «n equilibrium number of loop* *t the line connec-

ting two neighboring bubbles is «nailer than elsewhere, where the

loop gliding is limited only .by the Peierle strew. It neans that

neighboring bubbles grow preferentially in the opposite directions,

i.e. effectively repulse each other, if the bubble «pacing, 21*. is

leas than the range of dislocation interaction between them, 21
fc
, .

Here 1.. is the distance between a bubble and the f irat loop, punched

out from it in a -'free" direction where it is stopped by the thres-

hold stress for loop- gliding, er^. Under high gas generation rate

being considered, <?„. may exceed the Peierle «trees, er. due to
tn p .

gaseous impurities, and range from about » to с , i.e. from 10 to

10"
2
u.

A complete set of equations that describe the dependence of

equilibrium state of bubbles and loops on ga« pressure has been

derived and solved analytically in refe. [40,41},-whence it follows

that l
t h
 for P 2 P

 h
 is given by

P 1 / 4 - 2 - 4
at ctti* (10 ̂ +10 4)м (291th

The repulsion velocity of two bubbles that grow by the loop-punching

can be expressed as

к -а глтп f t '
(30)

r

1
1 at l -» i

t h (31)
0 I t 1 - . R

where n is the number of loop-punching directions.

3.4. Formation and symmetry of the bubble lattice

The formation of bubbles at low temperatures generally starts

with the trapping of gas atoms in irradiation-induced vacancies and

is followed by their subsequent growth by athermal self-interstitial

atom emission. Since the emission is isotropie, the bubbles at • this

stage are randomly distributed. The loop-punching from «all bubbles

is unfavorable because of a high threshold pressure P.. a= va/R. Ae
• • tn

bubble aizs increases, Pfi. drops and loop-punching begins at P £ P ,



resulting in the dislocation repulsion between neighboring bubbles

lying along the same loop-punching directions at distances 21 < 21... .

tn

Moreover, gas pressure falls owing to the bubble growth and the

interstitial emission from bubbles is replaced by the absorption, and

diffusion attraction between bubbles is developed. Thus, the evolu-

tion of bubble ensemble is determined by the dislocation repulsion

and diffusion attraction between bubbles. Diffusion attraction at 1

< i.
h
 is substantially weaker than the dislocation repulsion, and is

essential only for- neighboring bubble* which do not interact by

dialoeation mechanism. Such bubble» coalesce. At the same tine,

bubbles are stabilized equidistantly along the loop-punching direc-

tions by dislocation repulsion. In this way a random distribution of

bubbles become» unstable and transforms to an ordered one, wherein

each bubble has its nearest neighbors along the loop-punching

directions.

It is not our aim here to give a detailed description of the

transient state, but it should be noted that Motions over only small

distances are needed for ordering because of extremely high bubble

densities. Although bubbles cannot travel over distances exceeding

their size, these small adjustments ex* sufficient for BL formation.

The most important property of BL formed by this mechanism is

the fact that symmetry and alignment of the lattice are determined by

loop-punching directions of the host matrix, tn cubic crystal*, these

are the matrix ciose-packed directions, «.long which the Burger's

vector hes minimal length. This explains why BL copy the host

macricja. For example, in bec crystals each bubble hae, in the stable'

configuration, Э nearest neighbors along <111> directions, i.e. BL

copy the host matrix, as shown .in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. Elementary cell of the bubble
lmttj.se in bec materials. To compare with
tbm boat lattice, its elementary cell is
depicted la the central bubble. Save: of
loops are aligned along <111> directions,
which coincide with dome-packed
directions of the best matrix



Our theery predicts the* bubblaa in. the suaerlaccioe «.re

surrounded by п м of interstitial loopa aligned along the mar.ri.v-

41os*~pacxed direction* (until * subsequent coalescence of loop

Belonging to the parallel w**i occurs (Section 3.7)}. ' Unfortunately,

the density of iaege* in microscopes c: each etructuree ia too high

to obtain easily a detailed information on the dislocation arrange-

flmt [32]. But neine a epeciel heliv» filling technique, which liait,s

the nueleation of heliu* bubble* to law valuea, a direst eviqatoc» was

Obtained that babble* la .ecc Me and V or», aurrotanded by rows of loops

Aliened alone <U1> directioa» [32,38].

3.5.. Seeion of bubble lattloe formation

It fall re» йгша the abaw» that bubble ereerine «tarse when the

teem» of dialocatlo* i«teraeti«i, l^u. enceeds « half of the average

eiacanc» beewNO ЪмЬЫеш, 1. At this ataee, the aaa preeeure only

tliehtljr езшееесЬе P^w beeanae an exeeee preeaure in nan- interactive

Dubblea ia easily released by loap-wnehlne. The», W S». (29) r.he

bubble ewellia» V
fa
 * (R/l)

3
 ia givea by

Cf oe» nesleet* «ее trappiae bvovhet» ainke ее coanwred . to bubblae,

then V
fe
 at К t wbere K

tf
 is the ass seneration rat*. Canaequently, the

tixreahold gas level oovressoadlaf to BL fonwtiee, K-t^, is about I

to 10 per cents, if »
t h
 rengee free « to »

г
, reeeeetively.

Above w» have osaevibsd babble ordering' a» low teMperature»,

whereae it is observed axparijMntally us to О.ЗВТю. when vacancy «nd

interstitial fluxea are nearly equalized in a ahort tiaw eo tn»t the

diffusive attraction of hubblee disappear*. It can be. shorn {40] that

in this case the elastic attraction iaoreeeing with tewveravuwe

eubatiturss for the diffusive one, and results in coalescence of

unfavorable" bubbles. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient

condition far bubble ordering j_» x.ha lcop-punchiag result! ЛИ ir. r>h<*

di3locaticn repulsion between hubbies. 1Ъе loop- punching occurs if

the Increase in P due to absorption of gas atosm exceeds the deci-eaws

in P due to diffusive bubble arcswth. At hi.gh tetaperaxtiree. the ibcaer

dominates, so that ? does not reach cho thraehold -value, acd

fcution of bubbles i*eiaa.ina r-andaci..



3.6. Bubble lattice paraasters

The ratio of th* BL pirwttr.' a , (the bubble spacing alone

<100> directions) to the a s m bubble radius, ft. can b» deduced from

the value of bubble swelling, V. at К t. to be
о s

f
 2
«

1
f 4JT» -*

l / 3
 f

 2
«
 b e c

= f-T
2 v
bl • * * 1

 (33)

I 3 bj I 4 fee
On the other hand, *

B L
 = (м/N^) , where the bubble number density,

N.. is limited by the diffusion competition aeon» bubbles- According

to refs. [IS], the maximum stationary density of spherical macrede-

fects (i.e. voids, bubbles or precipitates), N
n M X

, under a constant

net generation rate, G, of relevant point defects (vacancies, gas

atoms or precipitating atoms, respectively) can be expressed as

follows

(34)

where E>
e f f
 is the effective diffusion coefficient of point defects

and i_f£ ie the effective length determined by a mechanism of cavity

dissolution.

Thus for voids under high temperature irradiation the net

generation гаге of vacancies is given by the product A Z^p^Sj while

l_
î f
 = *.,,. which yields the the value N™*

31
 = 2N . where N is given

by eq. •. 9 ).

For gas bubbles at a constant gas generation rate. К ас G, in

the regime of high temperatures, и -. is the product of gas atom

diff'-isivity and solubility while 1..^ = « . However, due to an
siax

extremely low solubility of inert gases in metals, the resulting N.

value increases arasticAlly with decreasing temperature far beyond

the values 10 m" typically observed in 3L.

We believe that the mechanism limiting bubble number densities

under low temperature gas implantation is due to the recoil mixing

resulting from displacement cascades [42,43,44,45]. As has been shown

in ref.[44] this
;
 mixing process can be characterised by a diffusion

coefficient D . which is given by the familiar Einstein relation
.- mix

D . =' Kl*". /6, where К is the displacement: rate and 1 . the eifso-mix mix mix
tive mean square jump distance of a displaced atom. Obviously. 1 ,„

mxx
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Ч

ioea not exceed the cascade .size I s (K/K ) b. Substituting D .

and l
m i x

 for ^eff
 a n

^ *eff *
n e<a

" (34).
 w e
 arrive •*

 a
 simple expres-

sion for the recoil mixing-controlled number density of gas bubbles

!or solid precipitates)

»

(35)

Both theoretical considerations and experimental data [44]
—2

indicate that 1 . s= lnm which corresponds to К /К а 10 and yields
mix max 25 —3 '

the following estimate of N. » Ю m~ being in agreement with

experimentally observed bubble spacing.

Thus, the »
B L
 and Й values are determined by the recoil-induced

diffusion competition between bubbles rather than by loop-punching.

However, the latter will be shown to determine another essential BL

parameter, namely, gas pressure in bubbles which is currently a

subject of debate significant; in the context of the question

concerning the ultimate maximum pressure attainable in huroc-n

laboratories [36].

3.7. The pressure in «as bubbles

The dislocation interaction in the absence of "free" loop-

punching directions (eq. in BL) leads to a substantial increase in

gas pressure beyond the threshold value, derived for loop-punching

fro» a singie bubble, such as the GFE criterion. P . = Й.Ь/R.

In this pressure range, the theory [40] gives the following

dependence of Pg. on the normalized bubble radius, R/I, or,

equivalently, the bubble swelling. V^ = n(S/!)'°, where n = 0.6B and

0.74 for bee and fee crystals, respectively:

p -- 32M

which yields pressure values rapidly exceeding O.U-i a.t V. > 10 %

(Fig. 9). The pressure values deduced froe helium densities by use of

appropriate equations of state C36] appeared to be in agreement, with'

this result.

Wolfer [463 has derived an increased threshold pressure against:

loop-punching from a single bubbie, .P^
u
 * 0.2^, eonsidsring an



SUEU.JNG FIGURE 9. Normalised gas
pressure required for dislo-
cation loop-punching by
bubbles in metals, P/i*.
versus bubble radius norma-
lized to bubble spacing, Ъ/1.
P.. is the threshold value
СЛ

for a single bubble, accor-
ding to GER Г37} and Wolfer
(W) C46J, respectively. P

gL

is determined by the disloca-
tion interaction, according
to eg.(36). Pressure values
deduced from measured gas
densities [36] below the
critical displacement dose,
Kt_ * 10 dpa, are shown by

с
closed symbols while those

R/L

above A"&
c
, by open symbols.

The circles 'correspond to He,
triangle to Ar, squares Co
Xr, and diaOond to Xe

elastic bubble-loop interaction: However, the pressure values deduced

from inert gas densities in solid bubbles (Fig. 9) appeared to be in

agreement with GFR condition but were in Host cases below the value

predicted by Wolfer. Trinkaus [36] have attributed the lower pressure

values in heavier inert gas bubbles to a displacement damage induced

creep process and described the latter by a pnenomenological

approach.

In the present theory, the displacement damage can be easily

taken into account as will be shown elsewhere [45]. The point is that

freely migrating SIAs produced by irradiation are absorbed by 5IA-

loops surrounding the bubbles, which results in the growth and

subsequent coalescence of loops belonging to the parallel rows.

Consequently, new crystal planes, are formed whereas lihe loops disap-

pear allowing for new ones to be punched out; which re-lives gas pres-

sure to the value close to that given by the GFR condition. The

critical displacement dose required to initiate this process, Kt
c
,

can be found via the conventional rate theory [45] to be

K t
c

1 б (37)
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.hat coincides with th* dose of transition fro* high to low. pressure

values deduced from experimental data on helium (low doses < 10 dp*)

and heavier inert gasee (high doses > 10 dp*} (Fig.9).

3.3. Bias driven loop-punching fro» bubbles under irradiation

at medium temperatures ,

In contrast to Vb, BL are formed reedily in such fee metals a*

copper, sold and stainless steel [34] where SIAa aggregst* со form

sessile Frank loops due to low r^ values (sec Section 2.6.1). The

reason for this difference between VL and BL is that bubble* can

punch out only gli3Sile SIA-loop* irrespective of the orystal

structure.

In this section we would like to point out to another driving

force of loop-punching (compared to the g M absorption by bubbles)

which can operate in the regime of medium temperature* (where VL are

formed) as well. It is based on the size and gaspreesu** dependence

of the cavity bias factor toward* SIA absorption [13,22]. Owing to

this dependence, a bimodal cavity size distribution arises which

consists of a distinct class of growing cavities (voids) and another

class of shrinking and subsequently «table gas bubbles. The pressure

values in bubble* in th* RIC regime (see section 2.3) have been shown

to exceed the equilibrium pressure, P = 2r/B [223. De**ndiag on th*

relationship among material parameters, th* stabilization of gas

bubbles can occur via the loop-punching mechanism rather than

diffusion mechanism*. So, submicroscopic gas bubbles can transform

diffusion SIA influxes into outfluxee of perfect SIA-loops even at

elevated temperatures and in th* low r
r
 metals. This can induce a

drastic change in the cavity behavior such as th» saturation of void,

swelling and VL formation as has been actually observed in arainl***

steels containing high level* ox gaseous impurities, . nitrogen [271

and heline [47,48].

3.9. Conclusions -

Based oa the theory presented in section* 2 and 3, tb» region*

of VE and BL formation can be shown in tb* М-Й diagram suKSMtrisins

ihe cavity evolution iin*er irradiation (Fig. 10). tbm aajrtty number

density.and mean radius may be considered as controlling paras»c#rc?

of the non-equilibrium phase transition, from a random to an ordered

state.- A driving fore* of this transition is the comp*«iti=n (and
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FIGURE 10. Diagram of the radiation-induced evolution of the cmrity
ensemble in the phaae apace of cavity number densities and mean radii
which are controlling parameters at the поп—equilibrium phase
transition into ordered states VL or SL

cooperation) between the diffusion-induced coarsening and the

dislocation-induced stabilisation ox cavities, which essentially*

depends on N and H.

At M < N . voids grow inexorably, driven by the dislocation-void

bias in SIA absorption, until the void coalescence takes place at -H ~

R . The maximum number density of voids- in this region, N , according

to eq. (5) at-V —» 1. is about 10 ra .
ш

At N
c
 < N < N

p
, vaid growth is saturated eventtiaJLly at Й = й

я

due to SIA-loop absorption. In this region, the latter euppreaena

diffusion competition among
1
 voids, and a "mixed" stationary state is

established which 1з random from the experimental point of view.

At H i N , larger voids grow at the expense ox smaller a o u and
01 _зhence N(t) i s attracted to H

P

01 _
10~"*m at which value only the

aligned voids survive giving rise to V*L format ion at H £ Й £ R .

Unlike voids that, can- noc be stable above N , ga* bubbles are
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stabilized against shrinkage by the gas driven loop-punching

mechanism. Consequently 'their masher densities can be a* high MI U
fi
,

value (al0
23
m~

3
) tb«t ie limited by the recoil-induced difttmtbti

competition among bubbles. In the region around the Ng,, Rg
L
 joint in

the diagram, dislocation interaction among bubbles arise* «malting

in the BL formation. *

We nay conclude that the dislocation Mechanism of interaction

between cavities explains essential properties of both VI» and 1L such

as the region and-snode of fonea-tion; •jasiitry and per «asters; aeme,

displacement race and temperature effects.

4. DISLOCATION PATTESNIHG .'

Existing theories ox radiation swelling are based on the concept

of dislocation bias for SI A», <S ., uhiah gives rias to the sr r ISMII i

tion ax excess vacancies agglomerating to fora cavities. Thus, the

swelling value depends on the bias factor Cor rather the difference

between the bias factors af dislocations and cavities [16]).

To derive 6,, one has to aasussi that dislocations are homoge-

neously distributed in a crystal. Only this case admits the consider-

ation of a dislocation structure as an ensemble of "isolated" dislo-

cations interacting only with the cannon diffusion field. The bias of

an isolated dislocation. «5°., is essentially determined by the ratio

of relaxation volumes of point defects (PD), fl^/lt^l , and is indepen-

dent of irradiation conditions as distinct from the mean dislocation

bias, 3 ,, which is observed to increase with temperature and decrease

with irradiation dose [49-].

This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that the real

dislocation structure is generally very inhomogeneoii» and involves

dislocation patterns such as ?ile~ups. rafts, walls, etc. For

example, investigations of the irrsdiation-induced microstrueture of

Cu and Ni after MeV proton irradiation in the regime of medium

temperatures have iec to the observation of periodic arrays of planar

vails of defects [SO]. These walls consist ox high local concentra-

tions of defrtct. clusters oriented parallel to {001} matrix planes,

and show a typical periodicity length of about 50-SO nn. The arrange-

ment of dislocations in such substructures can not be conaidarwd as a.

randan one. Accordingly, in the шеаи-iield approximation, it is not '

correct to single cut one dislocation from a pattern and substitute.

all other запкз by an effecti-v» aedium. Instead, one has to single

:ut -ihe pattern as a hale, place it into an effective, medium . and
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solve the diffusion problem with account ox' the pattern geometry.

In come cases, • symmetry of the dislocation arrangement helps

one to obtain an- analytical solution to the problem. A characteristic

example of such arrangements are pils-ups of dislocation loops (one-

dimensional periodic structure of loops) which hae been investigated

by Dubinko, Tu.rkin end Yanovskij (ОТЩ [5iJ. It appears that if the

loop density within the pile-up exceeds a certain critical value,

then the pile-up absorbs PS аз a single "superdislocation" (SD)

having an effective capture radius that depends on the ratio of the

leap radius, r-. to their spacing X. Accordingly, the SD bias
S

factor, ^
d >
 is less than that of the isolated dislocation, and it

decreases with, increasing r^A ratio as <*̂ = (X/2nr, )6j. Two type* of

SDa have been analyzed.

In the case of SDs consisting of SIA-loops (SSD), the r A ratio

can increase with dose (either due to the loop growth er due to their

nucleation) only until *
d
 equals the mean bias of dislocations and

vqids present, S

. A3*; +. ляпа.,
—» S г -2-ЛЛ S2. . • • (38)

At this point, fluxes of vacancies and SIAs to SSU compensate each

other so that SSD neither evew no shrink. At the same tiee, an

analysis of morphological stability of SSD.has shown that they become

unstable at. higher temperatures and decostpose into rapidly growing

isolated loops.

In another case of VSD consisting of vacancy loops formed by the

collapse of collision cascades, the loops can grow at medium

temperatures (below the void formation regime) due to the negative

difference <S~| - *f. The growth is saturated when it is balanced by

the biased production of free SIAs [28] resulting in the formation of

rows of loops alone certaincrysteliegraphic directions. Such rows

have been observed in^nicitel irradiated by Mi ions below 525°C [52].

Another possible mechanism of the row formation will be discussed in

Section 4.2. •

In the following section, we will consider on» «ore characteris-

tic example of dislocation pattern*, namiy dislocation walls (ДО)

and derive the- dependence a£ the- Ш bias on dislocation density.
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A b i n of dislocation «tall*

Consider absorption of 'point defect» by * law

boundary, that is usually modeled by a «all of ads»

;.?i«. 11) [533. The interaction energy between the

lilatation center is given by the aem . •

angle «Mi»

dislocations

wall aad a

и =• кг
( У • • *

Sinfcy
costutx - сейму

(36)

According to aq.{39), at large distance» £го«в

tion energy decreases as <utp( - мк).

wsall the intanao-

A

е

center

11. Edm dialoomtions
a dimloeatioa wall

?

To find poinc de*e6t fltueea to the wall we shall
method as in the ease of a pller*i*g> of dislocation leaf» CS13-

А» «яасг, diffnstlan ргеЫли

^ е s o -•' (40)

зиВДесс со boundary conditions at the dislocation ваян «kid. owks*
boundary of the influence reckon i s ahysieally «ataivalsnt to the-
approxiaated probls» дс = 0 snb^eet to bottndary oonatt-tian at a
capture surfaee defined as the surface sorro«mdi«f a ncton in «iidteh
;hs drift tarsa in eq. (40) doainaiwe over the conoentration gradient
tern. Thi3 sur^ac» i s dexecKined by the, f&llowiog equality '
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= h"
1
 (41)

where h is the characteristic seal* of variation of point defect

concentration» in the vicinity of capture surface.

In virtue of eq.(39)

'кГ " 2(ccsh«x - eos*y>

Note that eq.(42) resembles the equation for the capture surface of a

dislocation loop pile-up. At *£. « 1, the characteristic scale h

coincides with L. This implies that the capture surface decomposes

into absorbing cylinders of radius L around each dislocation.

In another limiting case, *L » 1. the characteristic scale

equals x~ , so the capture surface consists of two planes

x s t Л'НПЯТФ . (43)

Accordingly, the PD capture efficiency of a dislocation in the wall

takes the following forme:

I. If the spacing between dislocations is sufficiently large, «L '•< 1,

then dislocation elastic fields do not overlap. Та find PD fluxes to

the -ail consider the diffusion problem

ДС=С (44)

in the wail region of influence bounded by the plar.ee x = -Я.^ '^inf

is about; the mean sink spacing) subject to boundary conditions

= 5 , (46)

с(г„=Ы = c
e
 (46)

where c
e
is the equilibrium PD concentration at dislocations. Boundary

condition (46) is set at cylindrical surfaces of radius L around each

dislocation. Strictly speaking, we are interested not in the PD

concentration profile in the vicinity of the wall, but in the PD

capture efficiency of a dislocation in the well, Z. , which controls
Г) W

the FD flux to the dislocation"

о

"The quantities j, Z , D and с are written down without subscripts
i and v since the reasoning presented here are equally valid botsh
for vacancies and 51As.
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j = -—

Matheuatiemlly, diffusion problem (44-46) is equivalent to Chat

of finding the potential in the .system of cylindrical conductors

situated between two conducting planes. This implies thai: 2
ад
 is

proportional to the cylinder capacity per unit length. (Jains

expression for the potential in such а system [54J, we obtain

*Л2ВА./\, 4КАК _p ] - l

»X(L^, 4RiA) J J

where 9AV,T) = i> (-1)п'ь1вхр|1тгт(]й+1/2)2 •»• inw(2n+l)j i s the
1 n*-ce I J

d-function.

In the limiting case 2»»^^. » 1, (only in this ca*e tne aoove

creatment is valid) eq.(46) can be reduced to

(49)

II. At «L » 1, elastic fields of dislocations overlap, so the wall

has the common cap-cure surface. Then, the solution to the diffusion

problem

oix3*R
inf
) = с , (50)

ctx=2»"
1
lx»L) = c*

yields an expression for the flux., similar to eq.(47), but containing

a different capture efficiency

(51)

The expressions for capture efficiencies (49). and (51) can be

combined into an interpolating formula valid in both limiting eea»s

l- ̂ •IW.jH (52,

where
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{ X at X > О

Q at X Л О .

Using aq.(49) w» find the bias factor a£ a disioantien In the

wall

6 г —Я- (S3)

Figore 12 shews the deeemdence ef <*
w
 cm tda». ep*eine between edge

dialoeatrions in th» well »t two dtfferee* vmlvmm of <5j a 0.4; 0,01.

The firsrt on* correapoade to a theoretic»! •mtimvt» o±

typical ratio £5i/
£l

v ^ 2, whlie th» saecand <5̂  vaiu» ta

mean dislocation bias deduced froe axperieaiBt*! dat*.

According to Fie. 12, <$ da»r«aara aharply with

oloa*
ax
•

to

the

the

dislocation spacina b«y«snd about ,0.6Sint' for both valuae of

Consequentiy, the dislocation» can draw together only until 6

the mean bias of ieolated" dlalocation» and veid» given by еч.

which determine» the stationary dialceation deeai.ty ia th» wall.

о
d'

«Viale
(ЗВ)

1.0

I
и.

S

о.г о.ч о»б о.а
OISLOCRTIOM SfRClSC. >>/R,

FtGORI 1Z. fi« xaetocr ojf a
dxm-locaeion in th» »*JLl,
normalized to it» nutximml
v&iu*+ <5̂ /5 ., ал a function

of diaJ.ocatJ.Qn mpmcinf accor-
ding 6a eq. (53). Solid curvv
corresponds to nmcorial para-
ттъвга from Table 1. wiiUa

ciurv-a correaponcre Co
= a. QJ слас сел be deduced

Tadela 1 substituting for
O. and Qv to» value* 1.03л

and -l.Oa
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4.2. Discuaeion

The above ехаир1»в aalcv «e to smggMt that any cuffictentLy
dense disiocafcioi: рассеян юлу become «table, sine* i t s bias ohrruUA
decrease as the dialocar. ionr H.i'aw together shadowing «etch otht-f
again3t PD fluxes. For example, the bias factor of the dislocation
•vail given by eq. (53) can се олевгвавес! in tewae or mean di&loof»ti.c.:i
density, p, ana disioc&tiasi daivsi.ty in the wail, p

So the dependence ox the i?atta»n b i i* on dis location dvnvity in =.
possible dr-iving force for pattaijning.

The role of s-isibie d is locat ion patterns conaiets in the enhance-
ment of the PD recombination rate which reducae the auperaaturation.
Besides, i t acts аз a air.k for the isolated dialocatione, tbair
density, ja ,̂ being detsrminad by the balance b»twin the dieiocatian
аоигсав (SXA-loop tmcleation, e t c . ! and ainita (awtual vHiihi let ian or
integration into a d ia locat ion pattern). Finally, fcha dis locat ion
patterning resu l ts in a reduction of the mean dlalaca-cion bias,
6 =(6^э° + 6^p^)/pd, whe*« p^ s«d 4* w e the denaifcy and bias facto-r-
ox d is locat ions within the patterns, reapectivaly.

At the i n i t i a l stage when tha iso lated SIA loops are the main
components ax the dialocan.ioji s*i^ictx«'e, 3 . i s cloae to 6 ., Aa the
loops grow to form d is locat ion paiterna. the inequality boccimee
reverse, pj » p^, result ing in the mean bia» decrease with dose. At
hiehar- taarpera^-ures, DP becoae unstable and da not form, hentie ^ J ( T )
msreaaea up со tha л , v«lu», ti«hd.ch i s in acreammt with the

In txie re>gi«ie of bitsdiua teinp<2i"-at.ui"6is (below tise teapera-curse of
vcid- formations > the d.).3loc3.-cion atsfue-сзиге obaer-wed in m»ny
i s inbouMJgfciMeoua., 4 i tu -̂«ь̂ гилз oi higii disiocratidn density
by regions wh»i*<3 Ute dibiovtfeion dssssi'iy i s very low С50].
observed density £'1'.асг'сиаслсл eta; -за uiidsrafcood by ths

as^'grcwbh гахг о± «гсапсу/Е'Й uly»tesra isi гвдачяз or iii-gi>-
dsaiiity. The iatia v-is^aciitTj :i.i cjasitsartly supiaiaed fcy tfas

af the local cunuu:vei.'ivfcia2is. ox i!h in fchie -x-egiouj.
a a fm-sfrssr inci'=iai-i i«-., c.hi !.;JLU3£I*I." a№tsi't7 t-5SJ .



positive feedback effeot, namely, the reduction ox the bias in SIA

absorption by defect cluster* in higher density regions, which should

be taken into, account when analysing epatial instability of she

homogeneous defect structure [56, 57].

5. SUMMARY

1. The one-dimensional glide motion of email interstitial loops

represents anisotropic mechanism of atonic transport that is

closely related to the crystal structure.

2. The ordering of voids and gas bubbles has been shown to ariae due

so a dissipative interaction between cavities induced by the

dislocation loop absorption by voids and i .эр-punching from gas

bubble», respectively.

3. The dislocation interaction of voids arises only in those crystal»

where snail loops formed by irradiation can glide which is charac-

teristic of metals with high stacking fault energy, y-, that

favors the unt&ulting of seesile loops. This explains naturally

why bec metals are favored for VI» formation.

4. Unlike voids, gas bubbles can punch out gliasiie loops in all

crystals since it is the only way to gain vacancies at low tem-

peratures. Accordingly, Bit formation i» observed in all materials

having been studied.

5. Observed copying of the host lattice by VL and BL formed in cubic

crystals ie due со coincidence of loop-eliding directions with

close-packed srystallographie directions. In hep crystals, a

planar or linear cavity ordering takes place depending on whether

loops glide within the basal plane or along the c-direetion,

respectively.

a. Dislocation mechanisms of cavity interaction determine the maximum

size of voids and pressure in gas bubbles, while diffusion

mechanisms limit the cavity number densities in regimes of VL and

BL formation.

7. The bias in self-interstitial atom absorption by dislocations in a

dislocation pattern*(such as 3D or DM) has been shown to decrease

with increasing dislocation density. This dependence seems to be a

credible mechanism for the dislocation patterning.

Thus, according to our approach, self-organisation of micro-

structural patterns tinder irradiation is driven by cooperation of

diffusion-(random) and dislocation (one-dimensional> mechanisms of

atomic transport.
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